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TEACHING is an important job and noblest of all profession. The act of educating or instructing makes a teacher one of the world’s important people. Molding learners for their bright future, loving and caring for them like our own child makes us happy every time. But don’t forget that teaching is a job, not your whole life.

Others may look at teachers as ordinary people but to our students, we are more than what we expect. Others consider us a hero and others as a second parent, the defender of ignorance, guiding them with what is really right and telling them the difference between right and wrong.

In teaching we do anything to make the learning and teaching process fun through designing the lessons well and adding spice to everyday routine by innovative ways of activities.

Family, society and environment are all important to maintain teacher’s balance and well-being. Knowing all these, we should be proud of our profession, commitment and also of ourselves.

Always remember that we are here to help them achieve their goals, to have a bright future, to know what is good and bad, to shape and mold them for the betterment of our future generation and when that time comes we should be proud and happy for them.